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PR and communications professionals know the difficulty
of reporting the impact of their work with reliable, accurate
metrics. After all, they are, first and foremost, storytellers,
creatives, crafters of words that capture audiences. Now,
however, they are expected to be analytical, data-driven.
Fortunately, there are a plethora of tools and technology
available to capture the true business impact that storytelling
has on a company’s bottom line. Yet challenges remain.
Over the years, we’ve learned a thing or two about proving the power of PR. And with all
the changes in technology and technique, we figured it was time to give a refresher course
in Earned Media Management. Because even as earned media tracking evolves, paid and
owned channels continue to secure most of the budget.
What’s a comms professional to do? Have no fear - Earned Media
Management is here. It’s the missing link to your communications
strategy and includes everything you need to prove your value
to your team and your stakeholders.
You’re already doing the work.
Let us help you prove it.
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A Brief History of Earned
Media Management at Cision
The last thing you need is a vocabulary lesson,
but it’s always good to have a refresher.
What is “Earned Media”? At its core, earned media is content. And once you
have that content, you want to get the maximum possible impact from it. Earned
media is simply content you didn’t specifically produce yourself about your
brand (that’s owned) and that you didn’t pay for (that’s – you guessed it – paid).
Owned media is content you’ve specifically produced about your Because it
comes from your brand, owned media is inherently biased and not as
trustworthy to consumers as earned media (more on that later); however, owned
media the best avenue for controlling your brand’s message.
Paid media is anything you’re putting money behind; such as paid ads,
sponsored social media posts, pay-per-click (PPC) advertising.

Each type of media enables brands to reach audiences in its own way; used in combination,
they enable PR pros to engage new and exiting audiences at multiple touchpoints along
the customer lifecycle.
Earned Media Management is where it all comes together. Earned Media Management
is a strategic and systematic approach to communications that combines modern
technology with the craft of storytelling to ensure comms is a business driver for
every organization. It’s an integration of the people, tools, data, and processes needed to
transform comms into a demonstrably revenue-generating function. Earned Media
Management has the dual benefits of proving the impact comms has on an organization’s
bottom line, as well as providing a clear path to improving your comms programs.
In the past there have always been clearer metrics around paid and owned media than
earned media. Ads come with metrics and so do social media platforms and blogging
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platforms. You can also integrate Google Analytics with other metrics to see where your
content is driving your audience.
Earned media - which includes things like articles that mention your brand or
endorsements from trusted journalists and influencers - has historically been more difficult
to track accurately and in a meaningful way. While you can track an article that mentions
your brand, for instance, how do you know for sure how many people saw that article? Or
if and how they engaged with your brand afterward? The difficulty of being able to track
earned media - the most trusted form of media in consumers’ eyes - has been an endless
source of frustration.
That’s no longer the case.
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Embracing the
TEAM Approach
At Cision we’ve created our own tenets around Earned Media Management to help organize
how we think about it. We call it the TEAM approach, and it is designed to set the modern
communications team up for success.

THE TEAM APPROACH
FOR THE MODERN COMMUNICATOR
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and immersive through the
use of multimedia.

solutions offer insight
into who is influenced by
earned attention.
Now PR pros can demon-

peers in paid and owned.

Targeted
You know your ideal customer and how to reach them: Where they like to hang out, how
they like to be reached in that place, and who they look to for advice and information.
You want to ensure that instead of just purchasing media placements loosely based on idea
of where your target audience spends their time, you’re building out a complete Influencer
Graph that maps not only the content influencers produce, but how much of it that target
audience actually consumes.

Establish an Influencer Graph
Influencer
Optimize influencer identification
with these questions:

Target
Audience

Earned
Content

Who is your target audience?
What influencers reach your
target audience?
What content performs best?

Do this by:
1. Establishing your ICP (Ideal Customer Profile)
2. Identifying influencers within your ICP
3. Matching the content these influencers create
The influencers your ICP follow are the ones you want to target and build relationships with.
Finding the overlap between the content those influencers are creating and the content
your target audience is consuming is key.
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Evolved
Here’s where those other elements of knowing your target audience come into play:
where they hang out and how they like to be reached in that place. In order to engage
them in the most tactical way you not only tap the right influencers that you’ve
mapped out in your Influencer Graph, you also create content that’s customized where
possible and that catches and keeps attention by not just sticking to one format.
Think multimedia that makes sense for your brand and is designed to catch and keep
attention. That means formatting articles, blog posts and press releases to include
bullets, bolded text, shorter paragraphs, and sections broken up by headers (essentially,
elements that make the content easier to consume). It means creating multimedia
elements like videos and infographics that make sense for your brand and the channels
on which you’re sharing content.

While there’s a lot to digest here, fortunately, there is no shortage of tools available
today that make it easy and efficient to measure the impact of your PR efforts. The key
is finding the right partner for your needs.
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Define Target Audience:
Who is the customer or end user you ultimately
want to reach?
Discover Relevant Influencers:
Create your influencer graph, using the data
you gathered in step one, to identify a set of
journalists and influencers to target.
Develop Individualized Content:
Create messaging that is relevant and
meaningful to your target audience and the
influenders who reach them.
Distribute Content:
Use a combination of tactics to get your content
in front of the right audiences - from targeted,
personalized emails to your distribution
network, to social media posts, to press releases
distributed via a wire service.
Monitor Impact on End Customer:
How did this impact the people identified in
step one? How did they interact with earned
media? And did it cause them to take a desired
action?
Tie to Business Results:
How did customer behaviors impact overall
business outcomes, such as corporate
reputation, conversion, lead gen or advocacy.
Predictive Analytics:
Use media monitoring data and campaign
results to glean insight and inform the next
campaign

organizations, especially ones that have
been caught in crisis mode – which is why
it’s so important to be prepared to flip your
strategy in an instant. Today’s communicators
know that earned attention is accrued at
the speed of a Tweet. Being able to start
with smart engagement – where comms
pros create content that is individualized to
precise audiences and immersive through the
use of multimedia – also requires switching
from an episodic press release strategy to an
always-on campaign approach.

Measured
Here’s where it gets good: We have the
technology to measure earned media in ways
that wasn’t possible before, which means you
can get real numbers to back up your efforts,
secure more budget and create a data-driven
comms strategy that makes sense for your
team and your brand.
How does it work? At Cision we’re proud to
have been spearheading the technology that
makes measuring actual impact on business
outcomes from earned media possible. But
you don’t have to use our products to make it
work (although they do make it easier!).

Forming Your Strategy
Ultimately the goal is to build a more efficient, completely integrated comms strategy that
brings together the right people, processes and technology to do the most possible for
your brand.
People
It always starts with having the right people in the right positions on your team.
To make this strategy work, we suggest having a leader, a strategist, a storyteller
and an analyst.
Processes
What processes do you have in place now, and how are they working for your
team and for your brand? It’s time to streamline and work toward that always-on
campaign lifecycle we mentioned earlier:
Technology
Every budget has its limits, so be sure you’re using yours as wisely as possible.
Audit everything you’re using and/or subscribing to (but possibly not using)
and see what’s truly working for you and what’s not.
Ultimately you want to put together a combination of the following
that works with the resources (people AND budget) that you have:
● MarTech and AdTech platforms that can work well together
● An influencer database
● Media monitoring
● Multimedia distribution
● Analytics (including social media analytics)
● Impact reporting
● Integrations with paid and owned channels
● APIs
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Adapting Your
Current Strategy
If you’re worried this means you need to scrap your entire strategy and somehow triple
your budget, pause and take a deep breath because it does not!
We do encourage you to examine your current strategy and determine which parts of your
process need the most support. If you don’t know which parts those are, then do an audit.
If you’re under budget or other resource constraints, start with the areas that need the
most help then rebuild from there.
For example, do you need to target influencers more strategically? Break down what
tools you need, who needs access to them, how you’ll identify and reach out to the right
influencers, what statistics you’ll rely on to determine success, and ultimately how you’ll
build relationships with the right people for a more seamless partnership in the future.
Perhaps you want to demonstrate how your earned media coverage directly impacts
the business now that you know the technology exists to do just that. What are you
measuring now, and how is it falling short? What technology and tools are you using
that aren’t delivering the results you want and how could you reallocate your budget to
something that does? Which team members are involved in this process and how can
they be brought on board the new, more refined strategy?
Earned Media Management isn’t about changing your entire strategy; it’s about
amplifying it, maximizing content and truly measuring all the hard work you’re putting
into earning coverage.
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Planning With My Team
Okay, you’re in, you’re sold, but how do you get your team on board? This is, after all, a lot of
work and possibly a big overhaul of your current strategy and approach.
Start small or you’ll be overwhelmed by the entire process. Break it down step by step, while
being sure to keep the bigger picture in mind. What are you ultimately working toward
for your brand? Which goals can your team specifically help achieve? And how can Earned
Media Management help make that happen?
To navigate that process in the most thorough and helpful way, step outside of your role.
Think about how this strategy will support your team members, because ultimately that’s
what will sell them on this change in strategy. You need to prove to them that this is a
worthwhile investment. Be the ringmaster of the process and share real campaigns that
your team has launched, explaining how Earned Media Management could have improved
them. Put those findings into an actionable plan to improve future campaigns.
Finally, be sure to make your team members part of the process to really show its value;
put one person in charge of the overhaul, while ensuring you’re including all the necessary
others in the conversation. Ask for feedback throughout to ensure you’re meeting their
needs, addressing challenges and making adjustments when and where necessary.
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Conclusion
We hope you see the value in what Earned Media Management can do for you and
your team, proving the value of the incredible work you’re already doing.
Let us know if we can help you get started.

REQUEST A DEMO

ABOUT CISION
As a global leader in PR, marketing and social media
management technology and intelligence, Cision helps
brands and organizations to identify, connect and engage
with customers and stakeholders to drive business results.
PR Newswire, helps companies meet their communications
and disclosure needs. A network of approximately 1.1 billion
influencers, in-depth monitoring, analytics and its Brandwatch
and Falcon.io social media platforms headline a premier suite
of solutions. Cision has offices in 24 countries throughout the
Americas, EMEA and APAC.

For more information about Cision’s award-winning solutions,
including its next-gen Cision Communications Cloud®,
visit www.cision.com and follow @Cision on Twitter.

